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We’re at the forefront of global healthcare. We have a responsibility, desire and capability to enact positive change, creating new stories for millions of people. Our purpose is affirmed by the extraordinary outcomes we create.

Data Analytics Specialist

This is your chance to inspire and excel. You’ll work with some exceptional people in a high-performing, collaborative culture.

Working with clinical trial data to support Pharma Development, you will help to generate new evidence and insights on medicines in support of R&D. You will work closely with peers across the organization including biostatisticians and scientists using patient level clinical data combined with other data types to answer scientific questions. You will be responsible for finding and applying new methods for interrogation, visualization, and analysis of our data in collaboration with the study teams, therefore a collaborative and entrepreneurial mindset is critical.

The stage is set… Our wider Biometrics function seeks to capture, analyse and understand clinical trial data that helps us to develop better products for patients. We emphasise business-wide collaboration and employ our analytical skills to provide insightful information that we can share across the organisation. It’s our ambition to push the standards that drive the collection, categorisation and communication of complex patient and product information.

Your career to date will impress us…. You will have a good foundation in computer science with strong knowledge in computational statistics including statistical learning along with experience in handling and analyzing healthcare data. You will be an expert at visually telling stories with data and will be familiar with common visualization packages in R such as Shiny. You will have experience building packages in R.

The next challenge awaits… Here is your chance to use your training and passion to translate clinical data into tomorrow’s drug discovery.

We’ll commit to your success…Alongside a competitive salary, your benefits will be comprehensive and our spectacular premises offer a productive environment with lots for you to enjoy. We’ll provide all the
support you need to further your career here in ways you might have never considered. Best of all you’re going to work with some of the most inspiring and friendliest people you could hope to meet.

Don’t just take our word for it... here’s what our employees say:

“It really matters that our drugs are world class. That we have the best data and best decisions supporting those drugs.” Ruchi, PDB

“On a day to day basis the focus of all of our work is to ensure that we are creating, making and developing the best medicines we can to fulfil the most important unmet medical needs.” Nicola, PDB

Begin something extraordinary with us and apply today!
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